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Abstract — Wideband dual-polarization performance is desired for low-noise receivers and

radiom eters at cent imete r and m illimeter wavelengths. The use of a waveguide orthomode

transducer (OMT) can increase spectral coverage and sensitivity while reducing exit aperture size,

optical spill, and instrumental polarization offsets. For these reasons, an orthomode junction is

favored over a traditional quasi-op tical wire grid for focal plane imaging arrays from a systems

perspective. The fabrication and pe rformance o f wideban d symm etric Bøifot OM T junctions at K -,

Ka-, Q-, and W-bands are described. Typical WR10.0 units have an insertion loss of <0.2 dB , return

loss ~20dB, and  >40dB isolation over a >75-to-110 GHz band. The OMT  operates with reduced

ohmic losses at cryogenic temperatures.
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INTRODUCTION:

Receiver systems for radioastronomy and other precision low-noise applications require high-performance

polarization-discrimination components. For dual-polarization operation, it is desirable for the

cross-polarization induced by the OMT to be stable and less than the level arising from the feed assembly

and telescope. Optimization of the total optical efficiency over a standard single-mode rectangular

waveguide bandwidth is  desir able f or co mp atibility w ith pre sen t low-n oise  rece iver designs. A t cryog enic

temperatures, ohmic los ses in the  OMT  are not a g reat limitation ; howeve r, it is desirable to  minim ize

mode conversion in order to mitigate and control transmission resonances in the feed assembly. To

ach ieve th ese  goals , a high ly sym me tric fe ed an d OM T str uctu re is n ecessa ry.

Asym me tric OMTs have been comm only used for polarization diplexing in microwave applications. The

performance of these structures  is limited in practice to a fractional bandwidth of ~10-to-20% by the

excitation of higher-order modes in the common-arm. Historically, these designs  were drive n by a des ire to

minim ize the volume, mass, and transmission loss incurred in achieving polarization discrimination. For a

survey of narrow band OMT  designs see Rag an (1948), Harvey (1963), and Sm ullin and Montgomery

(1948). 

Sym me tric OMTs designs enable the use of a fractional bandwidth of >40% by controlling the excitation of

higher-order modes in the structure. The fin-line OMT investigated by Robinson (1956) and revisited by

Chattopadhyay and Carlstrom (1998) is an inherently wideband design of  interest in the  short wa velength

limit. Performance of the symmetric dual-ridge and fin-line designs can be found in  Skinner and James



Figure 1:  Turnsti le and Bøifot Waveguide Junction Geometries

(1991). The  me chanica lly asym metric full waveband design by Steffe (1995) is novel in its use of

discontinuities to realize a broadband conjugate impedance match at microwave wavelengths. The

turnstile junction developed at the MIT Rad iation Laboratory during World W ar II by R. Dicke is a natural

candida te for wideband performance as a result of its fourfold  sym me try. A sum ma ry of tu rnstile

app lications in rectangular-guide is given by Meyer and Goldberg (1955). Ge hin and Tourneur (1986)

describe a wideband ridge-guide turnstile OMT junction. However, the structure is inherently three

dimensional and presents manufacturing  challe nges in the high  frequency lim it. Also , see  Uhe r, et al.

(1993) for a comprehensive review of wide and narrow-band OMT designs used in communication

application s. 

The twofold symmetric junction introduced by Bøifot (1990) was chosen as the starting point for the

orthomode junctions designs investigated here. This symmetric OMT achieves full waveguide band

performance by limiting the excitation of TE11 and TM11 in the square common-port.  The principal

innovation of this approach is that the component can

be manufactured as a split-block with conventional

num erica lly-controlled machining techniques. These

properties have lead to its use in full-waveguide band

receivers at centimeter and millimeter wavelengths

(Cazzatello  et al., 1996; Wollack, 1 996 ). Mo re rec ently,

varia tions on these  ideas ha ve been  explored  with

ma chin able  aper tu res  rep lac ing the d iscre te

compensation pins (Nesti, 2002; Narayanan & Erickson,

2002). 

THE BØIFOT JUNCTION:

The Bøifot OMT can be viewed as a variant on the

turns tile junction where two of the ports have been

folded parallel to the common-port. See Figure 1. The

two ports that form the ma in-arm a re se para ted by a thin

septum, combined, and transformed to standard-height

waveguide. For the o ther polarization, this septum form s

a pair of back-to-back “mitred'” bends which feed the

symm etric  side-arm ports.  The pin num ber, diameter,

and location are a compromise between tuning the

septum reactance produced in the side-arm ports and

allowing a low impedance  return path for the main-arm

currents. From the perspective of the ma in-arm, it is

useful to think of th e pins as  a pair of sh ort-circuited  waveg uide-stub s used  to tune out the disco ntinuity

due to side-arm junctions. The signal coupled to the side-arms is transformed with an adiabatic taper and

recombined. The side-arms can be thought of as a “thick  septum ” from  which the  ma in-arm is  carv ed. T his

configuration allows the use of relatively compact and wideband E-plane bends and power combiners. At

each junction in the structure, to lowest order, the impedance is constant, however,  other implementations

can be en vision ed. T he m ain an d side -arm  junc tions are twofold symmetric about the horizontal and

vertical guide planes, thus, TE11 and TM11 excitation can be avoided in the square common-arm of the

junc tion to  the exten t this c ond ition is  realize d in fa brica tion o f the a ssemb ly.

The junction’s control over modal symm etry is of considerable importance for orthomode transducer

performance. The comm on-arm supports six modes over a standard 2:1 recta ngu lar waveguide band –

only two of which are desired for propagation. The bandwidth of the isolation and ma tch a re es sen tially

determined by the excitation of higher-order modes. Since both polarizations must propagate in the

comm on-arm, the higher-order m ode's cutoff frequencies are lower than the upper-band-edge. Most of the

modes in the structure are evanescent and thus do not propagate; however, if excited, the resulting

reactance must be compensated. The remaining modes are  controlled by careful definition of the junction

sym me try. The isolation is ultimately determined by the level of modal conversion, the septum length, and



Figure 2: Side/Main-Arm Frequency Response; Parameter

Compensation Pin Number and Location.

achieved sym me try. In addition, alignment of the common-arm guide is also critical to minimize excitation

of TE11 and TM11 at the flange interface.  We now consider the detailed function of each element of the

OM T in d etail:

Side-Arm Transitions: When illuminating the junction with the polarization which couples to the side-arm

port, the septum appears as two back-to-back miters which act as a power divider. The main-arm  appears

as a disp ersiv e ref lective  term ination. Th e pin/ sep tum  geom etry pr ovide s a do uble- tune d m atch  which is

sensitive to small perturbations in the geometry. The length and width of the septum tips are varied to

produce the reso nance  at the upper/lower b and ed ges. W e have s tudied an d fabrica ted des igns with

septa  thicknesses in the range of 0.02 < dtseptum/ao < 0.05, where dtseptu m is the septum thickness and ao is

the broadwall dimension. In general, the thinner the septa, the easier the structure is to com pensa te,

however, HFSS  (High-F requen cy-Structu re-Sim ulator) [16]  simu lations indic ate th at su itable

compensation can be realized for thicker septa if desired. For modeling and design purposes, we consider

1.2 < f/f c < 1.9 as the design band, where fc is the guide  cutoff fre quenc y. 

The side-arm bends and imp edanc e transfo rme rs are a c omp rom ise betwe en ohm ic and retu rn loss. In

addition, they must be the same electrical path length for the side-arm signals to correctly recombine. This

can be seen by considering the limit where one arm experiences a phase shift of 180o with respect to the

other and the signals cancel at the power combiner

output.  Due to the length of the side-arms, such a phase

error manifests itself as constructive/destruc tive

interference or “beating” between the signals at the

side-arm output. This will also occur if the upper and

lower spli t-blocks are not precisely aligned in the

side-arm septum region.  The side-arm power combiner

septum is compensated for minimal reflection and

em ploys  adiabatic transformation in guide heigh t to

match the output guide size. The Hecken impedance

profile employed is defined in Appendix “A”.

Main-Arm  Transition: When illuminating the junction

with the polariza tion which coup les to the m ain-arm  port,

the pins act as symm etric short-circuit waveguid e-stubs

which tune out the discontinuity due to the side-arm

ports. With two pins in each  aper ture,  the re turn lo ss is

minimized when the pins are centered in the apertu re

formed by the side-arm wall. Pins in the range, 0.05 <

2dpin /ao < 0.07, provide a nice compromise between the

main- and side-arm return loss requirements. With one

pair  of pins, the optimal position occurs with the outer

diameter of the pin is flu sh to the s ide-arm  wall (i.e., the

pins are physica lly in the c om mo n-arm)  and c ente red in

the side-arm aperture. As demonstrated in Figure 2, as

the total number of pins is increased from zero to the

three pairs described, the main-arm return loss improved

while  the s ide-arm  grac efully d egra des . The  septum  tip

forms  an adiabatic impedance  transformer from  1:1

guide to (1-dtseptum/ao):1. This is followed by a four-step, 2:1 Tchebyshev impedance transformer with a

normalized fractional bandwidth of wq = 0.84, and synchronous freque ncy of fo/fc=1.565  [17]. A

compensated E-pla ne bend is used to redirect the transformer output and avoid interference with the

side-arm  guides. 

Main-Arm  Miter Bend: For des igns at wavelengths >10mm; angled miter, single-step, and double-step

compensation designs have been considered for the main-arm bend. In principle, the match can be

imp roved by increasing the number of discontinuities in the miter junction [18,19], however, the

contribution to the main-arm return loss d oes not present a fundamental limitation for the designs



Figure 3: Generalized Bi-Furcation Waveguide Power

Com bine r Geo metry.

considered. Due to the sensitivity of such a miter junction's response to relatively small dimensional errors,

this  increase in manufacturing complexity is unlikely to be commensurate with the performance

impro vem ent. For designs at wavelengths <10mm , from a  ma nufa cturin g per spective it  is high ly desir able

to avoid having the compensation protrude above the split plane of the block. This allows the block to be

lapped or surface ground to achieve the flatness and finish for proper mating of the two halves of the

block, avoids the formation of a gap in the vicinity of the critical miter region, and reduces the required

mechanical tolerances. In the limit the junction is smaller than the necessary hardware required  to ma te

the flange, consideration of a single step compensated bend (i.e., a height and width equal to bo/2, [20])

can simplify mounting by eliminating the blind holes for the main-arm flange. At microwave frequencies,

the main-arm miter is typically replaced by a waveguide launcher to reduce the overall envelope.

Side/M ain-Arm Layout Considerations: The angles that the side-arms meet the common-arm-junction

and are subsequently recombined at the power combiner are largely a matter of packaging convenience.

For example, in Bøifot’s original design 90o/0o angles w ere resp ectively em ployed in the la yout of the s plit-

block (e.g., see Figure 9). This choice for the side-arm power combiner is not ideally suited for millimeter

wavelengths due to the necessity to machine a thin free-standing septum in each block. Increasing the

side-arm power combiner angle to 90o opens up the region in the vicinity of the main-arm for flange screws

in the long wave length limit (i.e., the screws reside inside the side-arm guide perimeter). A back-to-back

45o miter comp ensation for the combiner reduces the difference in path length between the side- and

main-arms. The choice 45o/45o for the junction and power combiner angles (e.g., see Figure 7) minimizes

the overall envelop and loss of the OMT, maximizes the available volume for the common-arm flange

screws, and allows the main-arm flanges screws to span the side-arm guide perimeter in the high

frequency limit. For ease of manufac ture for the bands presently under consideration, we find 90o/45o

(e.g., see Figures 6 and 8) as a reasonable compromise between the flanging interface requirements and

equalizing th e ohm ic loss incu rred by the s ignal betw een the s ide- and m ain-arm  ports. 

In contrast to the microwave limit, where a premium is placed upon reduction of the volume and mass, as

one goes to millimeter wavelengths; insensitivity to tolerance and low loss tends be the  overriding design

consideration. In this limit, unless a high level of component integration is achiev ed, the mechanical

requirements to realize a precision flange mate tend to dictate the overall size of the device.

Side-Arm  Power Combiner:  Compensation for the side-arm waveguide power combiner is simplified by

taking advantage of symm etry ([21], section 12.16). Consider the three-port in Figure 3. For the case "1 =

"2 ~ 0, if th e sep tum  thick ness is sm all compared to the guide height, insertion (or removal) of the septum

does not adversely affect the field distribution of the dominant mode; it merely defines a junction symm etry

plane. If the septum’s thickness is non-zero, the resulting capac itive discontin uity mus t be com pensa ted to

achieve a broadband response at port one. A lossless reciprocal three-port cannot present three matched

ports  simulta neous ly. If one desire s to m atch po rt one, S 11 ~ 0, ports two and three should be terminated

into well-matched loads. The coupling between port one and port two or three in this limit is 3dB, and the

resultant isolation from ports two to three is 6dB.

W e recall that the frequency sensitivity is minimized to the

extent that the to tal sto red e nerg y is the  sam e for  all

junction eigen-so lutions [21]. This would suggest the

following design rules are desirable to achieve broadband

response: 1) The  dom inant m ode sym metr y should be

preserved by junction geometry; 2) The guide heights of the

three ports are linked by the power division ratio, R = b1/b2

and the desire to minimize the frequency dependence of the

junction discontinu ities, bo = b1 + b2; 3) Th e sha ded  regio n in

Figure 2 is a perfect E-wall. Thus, any element which

compensates a compact bend in the spirit of De Ronde [22]

can achieve the desired match by consideration of the

junc tion’s  electromagnetic symmetry under reflection and

rotation. 



Figure 4: Power Combiner Modeled Responses for a Selection of

Compensation Geometries. The asymmetry between S12 and S13

indicated is the worst  case encoun tered  (test ca se “E ”; "1 � "2).

Designs with u nequ al pow er divis ion, b 1 � b2,  result in similar

discre panc ies. 

This  sym me try allow s the  use o f optim al m iter and other bend designs to be used for the compensation of

the power co mb iner ju nctio n. A lis t of typic al examples is given in Table 1. HFSS simulations for these

geometries are shown in Figure 4 and indicate that a ~35dB return loss is readily achievable. In practice,

cases “A”, “B”, and “C” have been  found  to have  indisting uisha ble elec trical res pons e; how ever, d esign  “B''

is pre ferre d from a  fabr icatio n standpoint. S ince  the powe r com biner  is fabricated as an E-plane split-block

by conven tional m illing technique s, we no te the followin g: 1) The cutting depth is limited to ~3 times the

tool outer diameter, OD. 2) T he cutter diameter m ust clear the compensation region. In this case, the tool

diameter is res tricted to lie in the ra nge: a o/6 < OD < bm. This approach yields a variety of wideband

designs which are robust and degrade gracefully with dimensional errors which can be used optimize the

layout of the s ide-arm  guides [2 3]. 

Case "1 "2 ao:bo ao:b1 ao:b2 bm 1/b1 bm 2/b2

A 0 0 2:1 4:1 4:1 1.00 1.00

B B/4

B/4

B/4

B/4

2:1

1:1

4:1

2:1

4:1

2:1

0.93

0.92

0.93

0.92

C B/2 B/2 2:1 4:1 4:1 0.84 0.84

D B/4 B/2 2:1 4:1 4:1 0.93 0.84

E 0 B/2 2:1 4:1 4:1 1.00 0.84

F 0 B/4 2:1 4:1 4:1 1.00 0.93

G B/2 B/2 2:1 4:1 4:1 1-step 1-step

H B/2 B/2 2:1 4:1 4:1 2-step 2-step

Table  1: E-Plane Waveguide Power Com biner Ge ometry

Sum mary.



Figure 5: Main-Arm Section of ALMA Band 3 OMT and Side-

Arm  Power Combiner Deta il. Main /Side -Arm  ports a re W R10 .0.

A DETAILED EXAMPLE: ALMA BAND-3 OMT

As an explicit Bøifot junction example, we consider the

ALMA Band-3 O MT  depic ted in  Figure 5. This design was

optimized to interface with the NRAO SIS mixer block

design (c.a. ~ 1997). T he de sign  interf ace  spec ified the

use of standard 3/4"-round flanges and access to the

mixer block mounting holes at the main- and side-arm

flanges. To achieve clearance between the side- and

main-arm  port flanges, the side-arm power combiner was

realized at the interface of a 1:1 to 2:1 transition and a 65o

miter  was used in the main-arm port. This miter design

provides full waveguide-band performance without the

discontin uity jutting above the plane of the split-block and

minimized the guide lengths for the indicated constrains.

The side-arms were realized in 2:1 guide and are

com bined in a 1:1  guide  which is ad iabat ically

transformed to standard guide. This reduces the ohm ic

loss at room temperature which results from the re latively

long waveguide lengths required to mate to the standard

3/4"-round flange. Placing the impedance transformer

after the side-arm power c ombiner relaxes the tolerances

required to maintain the phase m atch  befo re the  signa ls

are recombined. The waveguide length required in an

optimal symmetric OMT  is approximately twice that used

in an asym metric  design. 

The split-block housing was fabricated out of brass. T he

main-arm output section was defined by multiple pass

EDM (Electric-Discharge-Milling). The septum was made

out of beryllium copper stock [24]. The septum  is integrated into the 2:1 stepped main-arm transfo rmer.

For lower frequency designs, sinuously ground beryllium copper pins [25] have been utilized for the

compensation pins. However, for the WR10.0 design, a ~0.1m length of 125:m diameter copper-clad steel

magnet wire [26] was thread ed through the holes to realize each “pin”.

After mating of the block halves with the septum, the pins (wires) were mechanically stabilized by potting

with Em erso n-Cum ing 28 50 FT ep oxy [27] on  one s ide of  the split-blo ck, a nd trim me d to final length. The

resulting configuration is insensitive to variation in applied force to the pins and allows disassembly of the

block if de sired. All com ponen ts were g old-plated  before a ssem bly. 

The performance indic ated in Figu re 6 is with fo ur pins an d the nom inal septum  placem ent use d to

com pensa te the junction. Measurement frequencies are norm alized to the W R10.0  cutoff, f c = 59.01GHz

to facilitate com parison  to other co mpo nents. T RL (T hru-Re flect-Line) was used to calibrate the

HP85106D network analyzer.  The common-arm termination is a sliding conical load with a return loss

~40dB. The data presented are uncorrected for the re sulta nt m easurem ent e rrors . The  septum  used  in this

measu rement set was hand lapped to fit in the split-block housing and was noted to have a slight

curvature. Numerical modeling indicates that the dominant effect is a degradation of  the isolation. The

insertion loss for bright and bondable pure gold are indicated the figure.  The design details described

here applies specifically to the WR10.0 OM T, however, most aspects readily scale with frequency. Other

realizations of these concepts are presented in Figures 7, 8, and 9. The slow ripple across the band in the

insertion loss observed in Figure 7 is a n exa mp le of in suff icient  septum  clam p pre ssu re. W e inclu de th is

data example to assist in integration and test of the structure. In the final assembly this discrepancy was

correc ted by up-p lated with se ptum  gold and  the ripple an d overa ll insertion loss  levels were  reduce d. 



Figure 6:  WR10.0 Bøifot Junction OMT (fc=59.01GHz). The

solid  and da shed lines  are respectively the side- and m ain-arm

responses for reflection and transmission. “Pure” and “ Brigh t”

indica te the ma gnitude  of the tran smissio n loss w ith bond able

and bright gold plating respectively. The sol id isolation  line is

with  a load o n the c omm on-a rm; the  dash ed lin e is with  a short

on the co mmo n-port

Figure 7:  WR22.4 Bøifot Junction OMT (fc=26.35GHz). The

solid  and dashed lines are  respectively the s ide- and m ain-arm

responses for reflection and transmission. The diamon ds are

the side-arm modeled response. The spli t-block is unplated

a luminum. The so lid isolation  line is  with a load on the

common-arm; the das hed line  is with  a short on the common-

port.



Figure 8:   W R28.0 Bøifot Junction OMT (fc=21.08GHz). The

solid  and dashed lines are  respectively the s ide- and m ain-arm

responses for reflection and transmission. The solid isolation

line is with a load on the common-arm; the dashed line is w ith

a short on th e comm on-port

Figure 9:  W R42 .0 Bø ifot Juncti on OM T (fc=14.07 GHz).

The solid a nd dash ed lines are  respectively the side- and

main-arm  responses for reflection and transmission. The

modeled side-arm response depicted with diamonds; the

main-arm  response without th e mite r is indic ated w ith

boxes. The solid isolation l ine is with a load the common-

arm; th e das hed li ne is w ith a sh ort on  the co mm on-p ort.



Wave

Band

Output

Guides

[WR]

Guide

Broad wall

Sidea rm An gle

Junction :

Combiner

Power

Combiner

Transformer

Ratio

Flange

Geo.

OMT

Mass

Split-Block 

Envelope

(leng th) (wid th) (he ight)

K 42.0

10.67  mm

(0.420 ") B/2  :  0 0.5 : 1.0

22.2  mm

(0.875") 

Square

445 gm

 

102 x 71  x 23  mm3

Ka 28.0

7 .11  mm

(0.280 ")

 

B/2 :  B/4 0.5 : 1.0

19.1  mm

(0.750 ")

Square

210 gm 49 x 32  x 28  mm3

Q 22.4

5.69  mm

(0.224 ") B/4  :  B/4 0.5 : 1.0

19.1  mm

(0.750 ")

Square

45 gm 44 x 28  x 26  mm3

W 10.0

2.54  mm

(0.100 ") B/2  :   B/4 1.0 : 2.0

19.1  mm

(0.750 ")

Round

110 gm 32 x 22  x 28  mm3

Table  2:  NRAO Bøifot Orthomode Junction Packaging and Layout Summary. Note: The Q-band OMT was fabricated as an

aluminum split-block. This layout minimizes overall mass and package envelope with standard flange interfaces. Its mass is with in

~10% of an off-the-shelf electroformed-copper asymmetric OMT design.

WAVEGUIDE LOSS:

The waveguide loss can be a useful diagnostic of the quality of the split-block mate. Since the side-arm

follows an E-plane split, the current density is minimal in the plane of the split-block and the ohmic losses

are insensitive to the details of this interface. The observed side-arm losses are consistent with those

estimated from the waveguide geometry, plating conductivity, and a correction from the surface roughness

[21,28] measure d by optical confocal mapping. The main-arm has block split in H-plane and the current

density is maximal in the vicinity of the interface. As such, the main-arm loss is sensitive to the quality of

the mate achieved betwee n the two halves of the split-block in the presence of the septum. Misalignment

of the septu m will pre vent proper m ating of th e two blocks and results in a rolling response in the main-

arm  insertion los s acros s the wa veguide  band (s ee e.g., Fig ure 7). 

W ith proper alignment of the blocks and the septum, the observed main-arm loss exceeds the theoretical

estimate. Investigation of the source of this excess  with H -plan e split -bloc k sa mp les re veale d tha t this

behavior is related to the details of the surface finish and mating pressure ac hieved at the interface. For a

W R10.0  split-block sample, the loss was reduce d from ~5 time s to within a factor of ~2 of the theoretical

for pure gold by increasing the H-plane split-block clamp pressure.  The evidence for plastic deformation

by defe cts a t the in terfa ce gu ides our physical interpre tation of this o bserva tion. In effec t, the ma ny finite

resistance contacts points between the surface s are reduced by applying sufficient pressure. Use of

conductive “gaskets” (e.g., thin foils of copper, indium, and gold) reveal similar results. Pressure sufficient

to leave def ect imp rints on the  surfac e was re quired to re ach the  minim al joint loss. Consideration of a

choked  split-b lock  [29] o r a diff usion bon d at th is interface could eliminate this concern if desired. A portion

of the main-arm is realized by multiple pass EDM and the resulting surface roughness is >2:m rms. To

achieve  the desire d finish this s ection is pr ecision h oned w hich res ults in a roug hness  ~0.3:m rms.

The metalization’s conductivity also influences the observed waveguide loss as a function of temperature.

The finite conductivity of a metal arises from  the scattering of electrons from two sources: 1) localized

defects  (impurities and ge om etric ) and 2) th erm ally induced m otion of the  lattice. Both te rms  contribute

indep endently to the resistivity (Matthiessen’s rule). For an ordered metal above the Debye tempe rature

the dominant contribution to the resistivity is scattering of electron waves by thermally displaced atoms.

The scatting c ross-s ection of the displaced atoms is proportional to the square of the vibration amplitude,

which in turn goes at ~kbTamb in this lim it. As a result, the conductivity improves as the inverse of the



Figure 10:  W-Ban d OMT Ma in-Arm Transmission Resonance

Exam ple. C omm on-A rm Te rmina ted in S hort.

ambient temperature until the elastic scattering limit for the material is reached. In the dirty or disordered

alloy limit, little improv eme nt in cond uctivity with coolin g is anticipated (e.g.,  stainless steel, brass, electro-

deposited gold on copper without a diffusion barrier, etc...). We recall small levels of impurities or

environm ental exp osure c an have  a prono unced  effect on  the obse rved oh mic los s [30]. This effect can be

seen in Figure 6 where the magnitude of the observed insertion loss with “Bright (hard) and “Pure”

(bondable) gold coa tings are indicated for the WR10.0 OM T. For guide lengths greater than ~4 times the

guide height, the g eom etry of the res ultant hole w ill shield the guide  walls from  the plating solution. Use of

approp riate fixturing, flanged ends and interior electrode during plating, is recommen ded to achieve

passivatio n of th e wavegu ide su rfac e with  a high  qualit y me tal.

For bulk normal-metals such as copper and gold, the improvement in conduc tivity typically saturates due

to inelastic sc attering aro und ~2 0-to-50K . If we ass ume  that we ha ve a m etal with con ductivity, F, the

ohm ic loss can be computed by standard techniques and will scale as the classical skin depth,

*=(2/:FT)½ . As a result, the eddy current losses in the waveguide walls will scale as ~Tamb

1/2. One

estimates a (30K/300K)½  ~ 0.3  redu ction  in loss  in cooling a high purity normal-metal from room

temperature. Measurements of the WR10.0 OMT at ~16K (G. Moorey, private communication, CSIRO,

2002) are c ons isten t with this scaling.  The  cont ributio n to th e sys tem  tem pera ture d ue to  the ohm ic loss  is

the product of the loss and ambient temperature of the emitter, ~ " Tamb. As a result, in the Rayleigh-Jeans

limit the contribution to the system temperature scales as ~Tamb

3/2.

Below the e lastic  sca ttering  limit, reduction s in the em ission pow er fro m th e wavegu ide walls ar e linea r in

temperature  until influenced by corrections due to the electron mean-free-path in the metal (anomalous

skin  effect) and photon occupation number (Wien limit). These considerations can be relevant for

cryog enic  single-mode bolometric detector systems. The presence of ohmic loss infers mode conversion

and coupling. As a resu lt, one  obse rves  that th e dom inant  limita tion to  the detec tor sys tem  from  the O MT ’s

insertion loss a reduction in the optical efficiency and isolation arising from the residual reactive mismatch.

In this limit, minimization of the reactive mismatch is of greater importance than the ohmic loss in the metal

surfaces.

MODE CONVERSION:

W ith a  poor  match or short on the OMT com mon-

arm, higher-order modes excited by the junction are

trapped. In effect,  the common-arm input forms a

resonant cavity. Since only a portion o f the s ignal is

reconverted back into the fundamental mode, at the

cavity reso nance fr equency, the parasitic wave

amp litude sharply increases the transmission loss

[31,32,33]. The following observations allow the

source of the reso nance  to be identified: 1) When the

OMT septum and pins are removed the resonances

are not detected; 2) The response above ~1.4fc(TE10)

is smooth with a well-ma tched com mon-arm

termination;  3) Bending the septum tip (or significant

asymm etry between the pins) inc reases  the

magnitude of isolation resonances. The dominant

sensitivity is the deformation of the septum.

The width of the transmission resonances allows the

level of m ode  conv ersio n in the junction to be

estimated by considering the ratio of the diverted

power to the power in the fundamental mode [34,35], 

,



Figur e 11:  Tran smis sion R eson ance  Mod el and  Data

where, fr is the reso nant freq uency, )fr is the width of the resonance, and R(min) is the depth of the

resonance. Referring to Figure 10, we estimate for the WR10.0 OMT a m ode conversion level of less than

~28dB. Similar diagnostics are possible by viewing the side/main-arm response with comm on-arm

termin ated with a  short (cro sstalk) a nd m atched  load (isolation ). 

Bending the septu m tip ha s little or no effe ct on ave rage pro perties of OMT response , how ever , it grea tly

influences the transmission resonance magnitude in the main-arm and the side/main-arm isolation. For

example, with the tip deviation equal to the septum thickness, a ~5dB spike observed in return loss

corresponds to 10-to-2 0dB iso lation reduc tion and a  transm ission res onanc e spike  of ~1dB . W ith the tip

deviation less than ~0.3 of the septum thickness, the return loss spikes could not be detected and

transmission resona nce am plitude drop ped to les s than 0.1 dB. W e find that the deviation of the tip from

the plane of the septum  shou ld be s ma ll com pared to

the septum thickness to mitigate this effect. The

observed performance is co nsis tent w ith the  resu lt

obtained with our finite element model of the

structure. These considerations suggest that the

limiting factor in scaling the structure for use to

higher frequencies will be maintaining adequa te

control over the septum mate to the split-block and

its overall camber.

Following Montgomery ([21], pp 361-364) we

estima te resonant frequency of the trapped modes

with the OMT comm on-arm shorted by considering

the cavity formed by the leng th of the se ptum  and its

image. This simple mode l is compared to the

observed response of two different units in Figure 11. This simplified picture would suggest that the

septum length should be as short as possible while maintaining the end-to-end isolation for the side-arm.

The distance between the septum tip and the common-arm flange should be minimized to increase the

spacing between the resonances when the common-arm sees a poor m atch. Either bending the septum

tip or curvature along its width will excite undesired modes which cannot propagate below 1.4fc and show

up as loss due to this mechanism.

CONCLUSIONS:

The perform ances of  wideband orth om ode  junc tions  are d em ons trated for  cent ime ter an d m illimeter

wavebands. An insertion loss <0.2 dB is measured for W-band and improves modestly upon coolin g to

cryog enic  temperatures. Isolation is typically >40 dB, and return loss ~20 dB.  Components based upon

these designs have been incorporated into state-of-the-art bandband low-noise receivers for

radio astro nom y. One notes, however, to realize the full potential of this approach for wavelengths less

than ~4mm, integration of the OMT structure or use the use of custom waveguide flange interfaces will be

of increased importance for low-noise applications. In directly scaling this device to ~1mm, controlling the

septum flatness places a potential limit on the control of mode conversion. In this limit, increasing the

septum thickness/stiffness, reducing of the tip length, and maintaining an acceptable mate at the s plit-

block  inte rface w ill be of impo rtance a nd m ay limit direct a pplication o f this appro ach. 
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APPEN DIX  A:  EVALUATION OF HECKEN TAPER:

The Hecken taper is a nea r-optim um  ma tchin g sec tion in the  sens e that it ap proac hes a n “equ al-ripple ''

response without the use of abrupt discontinuities [36]. We follow Grossberg's approach outlined in [37] for

derivation of the co efficients n ecess ary for the ef ficient evalu ation of the function required for synthesizing

the des ired imp edanc e profile [38 ],

Substituting the series  expa nsion for a modified Bessel function of order zero, the series is integrated

term-by-term. Upo n not ing that the expression is uniformly convergent on the desired range, -1 < z < +1,

one obtains,

where,

and

with ao=1 and bo=z/2. For completeness, the algorithm used for the evaluation of the Hecken impedance

taper is included below:

FUNC TION   phi(z o, bo)

    real phi, zo, bo, ak, bk, ck, fk, tol 

    integer k, k max

    parameter (k max=21, tol=1.0e-7)

        ak=1.

        bk=zo/2.

        ck=bk

        phi=bk

          do k=1,k max

             fk=k

             ck=ck*(1.-zo**2)

             bk=(ck+2.*fk*bk)/(2.*fk+1.)

             ak=(bo/2./fk)**2*ak

             phi=phi+ak*bk

             if(abs(ak*bk).lt.tol) return

          end do

      return

    end
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